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Trademark.

A Trademark (Brand) is a name, term, sign, symbol, or any 
other feature that has the purpose of making identify the goods 
or services of one seller, and distinguish them from those of 
other sellers.

Technically : Name + graphical components



Trademark



Managing a Brand

The TRADEMARK OR BRAND is not merely a symbol, a name 
assigned to a company or a product, but a container intangible 
elements of aesthetic, cultural, emotional meaning . 

For many companies, is the real capital, the element less 
imitated by the competition.



Managing a Brand.
The elements of a Brand
In reality, a Brand has a capacity of communication that goes 

far beyond the pure graphical representation and text. 

The brand is a promise of satisfaction that goes beyond the 
sheer quality of the product> often buys brand before the 
product.

The elements of expression of brand’s capacity

1. Brand identity

2. Brand image

3. Brand positioning



Managing a Brand. 
1.  Brand Identity

The set of expressive elements used by the company  to convey 
the credentials of a Brand. 

The appearance of a brand, its DNA.



Managing a Brand. 
1.  Brand Identity









Managing a Brand. 
1.  Brand Image

Brand Identity: not all items are under the control company. 

Often there is a gap between brand identity and brand image.

Brand image is the perception of the brand by consumers, 

regardless of what the company wants to convey.



Brand Image



3. Brand positioning
The enhancement and emphasizing the attributes and 
distinguishing marks of a brand in the eyes of potential 
buyers. 

Objective: To maximize the competitiveness of the brand: 

1. Identify the main benefits that the brand is able to offer 

2. Make them easily understandable to those who are interested 
in the brand 

3. Make it clear to potential consumers the occasions  of use of 
the products of the brand, by 

appropriating  times and / or places



Branding
The process that is used to charge the brand with meanings 

and sense, transforming it into a living entity with its own 
capacity for expression. 

Give sense even to banal or little differentiated products



JUST DO IT
3 simple words that challenged the worlds for twenty years.

3 simple words that change ordinary people into extraordinary 
athletes

It’s a simple definition:

JDI means say “no” to staying the same, not being happy with 
the same result day after day, realizing that once you won a gold 
medal there’s someone behind you who’s faster, stronger. JDI it’s 
realizing that the world record is set only to be broken, the trick 
is only unique till the next I can do.

We become a world of competitors, and competitors never stay 
still. 

JDI is a fuel for change, is believing a dream is worth leading for, 
is changing the game by believing it can be played better.

JDI is creating a signature move.

JDI is a state of mind.



BRAND EQUITY
The Brand, its attributes, its ability to relate to the market is a 

real asset, an asset for the proprietary companies.

A brand's power derived from the goodwill and name 
recognition that it has earned over time, which translates into 
higher sales volume and higher profit 
margins against competing brands.

BRAND EQUITY = VALUE OF TRADEMARK



BRAND EQUITY
BRAND EQUITY = VALUE OF TRADEMARK

A. Financial Value. the brand is an intangible asset the 
whose value can be quantified in monetary units, like the 
other assets of the company
B. Consumer Based Value. 
The added value that the brand gives the product in the consumers mind 
as resulting in the overall judgment on the Brand 
Is the value of most interest to the Head of  Marketing department 
because it allows to have multiplier effects on any marketing activities: 
starting from the perception of quality of the product, to the price policy, 
the selection of channels distribution, the effects of communication. 
 Higher prices 
Budget of communication content 
 Rely on brand loyalty 
Opportunity to brand extensions







http://www.interbrand.com/en/best-global-
brands/2013



Managing a Brand

Elements of Brand Equity.

1. BRAND AWARENESS

1.  BRAND RECOGNITION

2. BRAND RECALL 

2. BRAND IMAGE

1. ATRIBUTES  caratteristisa that are easy to recognize

2. BENEFITS  individual perception of product advantages

1. functional 2. simbolic 3. ecsperience

3. ATTITUDE – the trust relationship



BRAND EQUITY
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International Brand strategy

Global Brands

Supranational Brands

Local Brands



International Brand strategy

Harmonization > convergence 



International Brand Strategy



International Brand Strategy
TAKE-AWAY

There is not a single answer to the dilemma between 
standardization and differentiation. Standardization has to be 
an opportunity, not the objective!

When dealing with standardization of existing mixes, never 
change more parameters than absolutely necessary at the 
same time  a brand is much more than the sum of its 
elements, so it has to be managed very carefully

Do not preclude local possibilities in the name of 
standardization and harmonization.



Product policy and 
strategy



International product policy

Represents all decisions relating to the identification of the 
product to offer in foreign markets: 

• structural elements (raw materials, ingredients, smell, taste, 
quality) 

• external factors (packing, packaging, shape, design, colors) 

• auxiliary services (commercial, financial support)



Product development strategies

• Imitation strategy

• Incremental Development Strategy 

• Innovation Strategy



Product development strategies

Imitation strategy Launch of already existing products to 
competitive prices using owned 

comparative advantages in the factors of 
production 

Objective: market sharing



Product development strategies

Imitation  
Strategy 



Product development strategies

Incremental 
Development
Strategy

Improvement and adaptation of 
product to foreign market needs 

- Modified products 
- Improved products 

Objective: market creation
and market sharing 



Product development strategies

Innovation

Strategy
Launch of substitute products or 

radically innovative ones
Objective: market creation



Product development strategies

Innovation
1. Breakthrough (new to the world product): absolutely new 
products that create a new market. 

2. Entry into a new category (new category): the enterprise 

makes its entry into a new category by the company but not 
new to the market. 

3. Extension of product lines (line extensions): products 
integrating an existing line. 

4. Product Enhancements (product improvement) Mass 

marketing of improved products. 

5. Repositioning: Products repositioned to a new use or new 
application.



Product development strategies

Innovation perception.
It depends on the process of adoption of innovation in target 
country. 

Innovator & Imitator Ratio 

1. The time of adoption 

2. Moment in which innovation spreads at increasing rates 

3. Adoption rate 

These values depend on: 

1. income 

2. education 

3. age 

4. Symbolic Meaning of the product 

5. cultural context



Product development strategies

Innovation perception.

Cultural context:

Low context  cultures

Individualistic cultures



Product development strategies



Made in Effect



"Prism Effect" and the role of the 
country of origin

Amplified positioning : the product 
is perceived as high level

Transparent Positioning : the 
Product is perceived and positioned 

in a similar way to the village of 
origin (GLOBAL product)

Reducing positioning:
The product is perceived as lower 

quality

Deforming Positioning: the product 
satisfies 

different needs

Product positioning in 
country A



Why happens the Prism Effect?

Country of origin effect

"Representation, reputation, the stereotype that businessmen 
and consumers associate the products of a specific country " 

The country of origin of the product can be used by the 
consumer  as "substitute information", ie as an indicator of 
qualitative characteristics of the product.



Why happens the Prism Effect?

Initial country 
image

Conviction 
attributes

Attitudes 
toward brands

Buying decision

Product 
acquisition

Experience 
with product

Recognition 
of attributes

Modification of  
country image

Modification of  
country image

Strengthening the 
product attributes

Attitudes toward 
brands

Buying decision



Country Image

• Legitimate image

• Partially legitimate image (eg company's home country) 

• Borrowed image (eg country of inspiration for the brand 
name)



Management of the "made in“  effect

1. Determine the image of their country (Association country)



Management of the "made in“  effect
2. Assess the consistency between the image and the 
characteristics of the product



Management of the "made in“  effect
3. Identify the most appropriate set of action

A. Positive effect> brand, packaging, communication should 
emphasize the link with the country of origin 

B. Negative effect> minimize the link with country of origin vs. 
highlight aspects of the performance of the product; adopt a 
different image-country 

C. No  Effect > change the hierarchy of information about the 
product, enhancing the image of the country as a secondary 
attribute of product.



International Product Strategy

Decision between:

Depends firstly on the company logics:

Product standardization Product adaptation

Production logics:
The company is looking 

for the international 
segments to cover

Marketing logics:
The company is trying to 

adapt the products to 
target markets



Ways of Standardization
A. Offer a product designed from birth to be addressed to 
multiple countries ("global product"). 

- High-tech products (MP3 players) 

- Consumer goods symbol of modernity (snacks, fast food, shoes 
for young people, etc.). 

- "Made in" universally established (wine French, Italian fashion) 

- Radically new products (Philadelphia). 

B. Possibility of adaptation policies at the local market for 
physically undifferentiated products through other marketing 
mix



Ways of Standardization

1. Product development for 
the market of origin and 
subsequently exported and / 
or made in other countries 
(gradual expansion)

2. This product was designed 
and developed for more 
countries with further 
adaptation of marketing mix 
(parallel expansion)

Product A Product B

Country 
X

Country 
Y

Country 
ZCountry 

Y
Country 

X



Product development for the market 
of origin and subsequently exported

1. The product is transferred to foreign countries without being 
modified.

2. The product is transferred to foreign markets with 
contextualization of marketing mix.



The product is developed for more 
countries with further adaptation of mkt
mix 

Internationalization of R & D processes 

It usually  covers products designed to: 

• international clients with the same needs 

• satisfy a "universal" need in a new way



Global Products

• Hi-tech 

• Hi-Touch: universal themes that touch the emotional side



Differentiated products

Product adaptation to the peculiarities of the country (country 
specific) in terms of productivity acceptable. 

Case Study: marketing orientation and / or prism effect reducing 
or distorting. 

• Statement on Product Safety 

• Conditions of Use Product 

• Specific local consumption habits and traditions



Adaptation ways

1. Product development for the market of origin, and 
subsequent modifications to adapt it to conditions of 
another country

2. The products are developed for a special target market 


